ABSTRACT Robot which does complex task needs learning capability. Q learning is popular reinforcement learning method because it has off-line policy characteristic and simple algorithm. But it only suitable in discrete state and action. By using Fuzzy Q Learning (FQL), continuous state and action can be handled too. Unfortunately, it's not easy to implement FQL algorithm to real robot because its complexity and robot's limited memory capacity. In this research, Compact FQL (CFQL) algorithm is proposed to solve those weaknesses. By using CFQL, robot still can accomplish its task in autonomous navigation although its performance is not as good as robot using FQL.
Introduction
In order to anticipate many uncertain things, robot should have learning mechanism. In supervised learning, robot will need a master to teach it. On the other hand, unsupervised learning mechanism will make robot learn by itself. Reinforcement learning is an example of this method, so robot can learn online by accepting reward from its environment [1] .
There are many methods to solve reinforcement learning problem. One of most popular methods is Temporal Difference Algorithm, especially Q Learning algorithm [2] . Q Learning advantages are it has off policy characteristic and simple algorithm. Also it is convergent in optimal policy. But it can only be used in discrete state/action. If Q table is large enough, algorithm will spend too much time in learning process [3] .
In order to apply Q learning in continuous/state action, generalization can be done by using many function approximation methods. One of them is Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). It can be used in generalization in state space and it can produce whole continuous action [5] . There are some Fuzzy Q Learning structures that had been made [6] and modified [4] [7] However, FQL is difficult to be applied in real robot. Most of the researches has been done are in form of computer simulation [4] , [8] , [9] . Mahadevan et. al. [10] has applied Q learning on box pushing robot, but the robot uses computer as controller. This situation enlarges the size and processing time of robot. In addition, Smart et.al. [11] have applied Q learning in real robot, but it still needs supervising phase from human operator.
Difficulties in FQL implementation appears because of robot's limited memory size, low processing performance, and low power autonomy. On the other hand FQL algorithm is complex. In order to overcome those difficulties, Asadpour et.al. [12] have done some simplifications on Q learning algorithm (Compact Q Learning) by using only addition and subtraction operation, and limited number type (integer only). Although development of processor technology is getting faster nowadays, simplification of FQL algorithm will give benefit in speed of processing and also money saving.
On the other hand FQL has been applied in real robot [13] , but the author does not give clear steps that have been done. So, by this research, compact FQL design method will be proposed step by step. Robot's ability to accomplish autonomous navigation and amount of receive rewards will be evaluated too. Although experiments still done in computer simulation now, in the future it will be done in real robot application.
Behavior Coordination
Robot should have these behaviors to accomplish autonomous navigation.
1. Wandering 2. Obstacle avoidance 3. Search target 4. Stop Those behaviors must be coordinated so they can work synchronously in robot. Coordination method which is used in this research is Subsumption Architecture [15] . 
Robot Learning

Q Learning
Reinforcement learning is one of unsupervised learning method which learns from agent's environment. Agent (such as: robot) will receive reward from its environment. This method is simple and effective for online and fast process in such an agent like robot. Figure 2 . shows reinforcement learning basic scheme. Q learning is most popular reinforcement learning method because it is simple, convergent, and off policy. So it is suitable for real time application such as robot. Q learning algorithm is described in Figure 3 . 
Fuzzy Q Learning
Generalization of Q learning is needed when continuous state and action are used. In this case, Q function table will increase to save the new state-action pair. So, learning process needs very long time and big size memory capacity. As the effect, this method is difficult to be applied. By using fuzzy logic as generalization tool, agent can work in continuous state and action. Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is universal approximator and a good candidate to save Q value.
In Fuzzy Q Learning (FQL), learning isn't done in each state on the state space. So optimization in some representative states are needed. In this case, fuzzy interpolation can be used to predict state and action [7] . 
Compact Fuzzy Q Learning
CFQL algorithm is made based on some suggestion of Asadpour et.al. [14] . It is said that memory consumption saving on processor can be done by considering these things below.
• Using integer type number only in program (without floating type number), although it can increase number range used in the program.
• Using unsigned number only (without negative sign numbers).
• Choosing to use addition -subtraction operation than multiplication -division operation.
• Don't use Exploitation Exploration Policy which contains complex equation (i.e: Boltzman distribution). Greedy or ε-greedy method can be used here. In order to implement this algorithm in robot, Subsumption Architecture will be used here in Figure 5 . shows scheme of CFQL behavior implementation.
Next step is adjustment of distance sensor's membership functions. This is ideal distance sensor in robotic simulator software (Webbots 5.5.2). Triangle membership function (MF) will be used here as shown in Figure 6 . This MF needs little modification to avoid floating type number like shown in Figure 7 . In FQL algorithm, there are 3 kind of actions that produced here : turn left, forward, and turn right, which is described in Figure 8 . In order to avoid negative number, those actions will be modified like shown in Figure 9 . and ir1 = medium then actions are (a71, a72, a73) which suitable with (q81, q82, q83) 9. If ir0 = near and ir1 = near then actions are (a81, a82, a83) which suitable with (q91, q92, q93) In simple table form, those rules can be written in Table 1 . 
Simulation Result
Robot
Robot used here is wheeled robot that has two distance sensors and two light sensors. It only uses two motors. The complete parts of robot can be shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10 . Wheeled robot used in simulation Webbots 5.5.2 software from Cyberbotics has been fully used to simulate and test the performance of robot.
Q Learning Simulation
In this section, wheeled robot with Q learning behaviors (obstacle avoidance and search target) will be tested. Reward design for this robot shown below: r = 1 , if left distance sensor <= 100 and right distance sensor <=100 0 , if left distance sensor <= 100 and right distance sensor > 100 or right distance sensor <= 100 and left distance sensor > 100 -1 , if left distance sensor > 100 and right distance sensor > 100
It can be concluded from reward design that less distance sensor value means robot is getting farther from the obstacle. So robot will get positive reward and vice versa. Figure 11 . shows rewards which are accepted by robot in obstacle avoidance behavior in 500 iterations. 
Rewards
Iterations
Rewards of Obstacle Avoidance QL Behavior Figure 11 . Rewards which are accepted by robot for QL obstacle avoidance behavior From the Figure 11 ., it can be seen that robot accept positive rewards consistently. Negative rewards still accepted by robot shows that obstacle around the robot is complex. After some seconds, robot can accomplish its mission well.
Here is the figure of robot's accumulated rewards. The same conclusion with preceding design can be applied here.
Here is figure that shows rewards which is accepted by robot in search target behavior. 
Rewards
Iterations
Rewards of Search Target QL Behavior Figure 13 . Rewards which are accepted by robot for QL search target behavior From the figure above, it can be seen that in the beginning robot often accept negative rewards. It is happened because robot still in target searching process. But after it find the target, the robot getting closer to the target so it accept positive rewards. Accumulated rewards which is accepted by robot shown in figure below. It described the same fact with preceding figure. From simulation result, it appears that robot succeed to accomplish its mission well. Although in some condition the robot has been wandering around in the same area, but at last robot can get out of the "stuck" condition.
Fuzzy Q Learning Simulation
In this simulation, the steps that have been used in preceding simulation will be followed. Here is simulation result of obstacle avoidance behavior for 1000 iterations.
Reward design used here is same with preceding behavior. 1  45  89  133  177  221  265  309  353  397  441  485  529  573  617  661  705  749  793  837  881  925 969
Rewards
Iterations
Rewards of FQL Obstacle Avoidance Behavior Figure 18 . Rewards which are accepted by robot for FQL obstacle avoidance behavior From the figure above, it can be seen that in the beginning robot receive zero and negative rewards. But after that, robot keep on getting positive rewards. The rewards which are accepted by FQL behavior is more and more consistent than QL behavior (see Figure 11. ). Accumulated rewards are appeared on Figure 18 . In 1000 iterations, robot with FQL behavior accepts more than 600 rewards, while robot with QL behavior only accepts 200 rewards (see Figure 12. ). 1  45  89  133  177  221  265  309  353  397  441  485  529  573  617  661  705  749  793  837  881  925 
Compact Fuzzy Q Learning Simulation
In this section, simulation of robot using compact fuzzy Q learning (CFQL) will be presented. Simulation results from CFQL obstacle avoidance behavior for 500 iterations are shown in Figure 23 . There are no negative rewards given here in order to follow CFQL rule. Here is the reward design: 1  23  45  67  89  111  133  155  177  199  221  243  265  287  309  331  353  375  397  419  441  463 
. Conclusion
This paper has been described about design of Compact Fuzzy Q Learning (CFQL) algorithm in robot's autonomous navigation problem. Its performance compared than Q Learning and Fuzzy Q Learning also examined here. From the simulation result, it can be seen that all robots can accomplish its mission to avoid the obstacles and find the target. But robot using FQL algorithm gives the best performance compared than the others because it has the shortest and smoothest path. Although performance of robot using CFQL is below one using FQL, however it still has shorter and smoother path than one using Q Learning. So it can be concluded that usage of CFQL algorithm in robot's autonomous navigation application is satisfied.
